Ride With Me

The End Toward Selena

GV: Marie & Jr.
GV: Earl & committee
to Missoula
Motion: Buffalo
to Va. City, then Big Hole
Va. City
Butte: Anaconda Co, Ed Heaney
Helena: MHS
Missoula (publisher shows them out)

High Line

GV: cemetery & cant, 1st cant, B Hill
Pine Butte: Conroy & Bob Harrell; house back?
Shelby: Dampney fight (Stanley, Mack Beth)
Bearpaw: Chief Joseph
Missoula (Riley in offered Calif. job)

Central

Crazy Mins: Helena
C. Falls: mule & etc
 Lewistown
Missouri R/P Russell Refuge

Everything East

T.M. Peck

Jordan
Ekalaka: Carter North Forest
Custer B. Field
Post

Jack as Maria's stepson?
post confronts Jack
Riley escapes (Mizuma)
Riley & Maria stretch: limits of the assignment
Jack to his own surprise saves them & publishes

They continue contentiously: GV + Pine Butte
at Shelley, Maria & Riley sleep together.

July 27
Jack stays with them, proposing to try Mizuma.
Maria called to Mizuma, this time Riley is offered big Calif. job.
-wants Maria to go with him?

Aug 27 1880: 15 writing days 1220 words
Word Schedule

April '67 6,000 8 writing days @ 750 wds

May '67 7,500 10 writing days @ 750 wds

June '67 11,250 15 writing days @ 750 wds

July '67 7,500 10 writing days @ 750 wds

Total pp. count, 21 July: 100 (60,000 wds)

Aug '67 7,500 10 writing days @ 750 wds

Jan '68 5,000 wds, plus editing

Feb " 7,500 wds 10 writing days @ 750 wds

March " 7,500 wds 10 writing days @ 750 wds

April " editing

May " 7,500 10 writing days @ 750 wds

June " 7,500 10 writing days @ 750 wds

July " editing

Aug " Montana

11,250 15 writing days @ 750 wds

5,000 10 writing days @ 750 wds

editing

'68 total appx. 54,000 wds
June 29 - July 3

Mon. "All families..." Jack must a Maria on Rogers Pass drive

- Later: "All a post..."

- Explain Mc name

- from legend! Will a cargo of memories

- Rogers Pass close up

- Missoula will supplying

Wed. Miranda & Shirley

Wed. Montana in City, Missoula

Thur. Riley

Thur. Missouri

Fri. any of above

plan next week's scenes
desc. buffalo
July 6 - 10

Mon.

derc buffalos

explain Maria's name

One of only meaningful parts left: some C I'm in Va. city, passed through it yesterday.

pick a number of names, including 1st own (Take my own) 2nd, 3rd, 4th...

Tue.

Miss Ridley

What did she say in regards to the room? She is helping me look for a room.

Wed.

can see cee Va. city, Manhattan

Thu.

appreciably concerns 1st post without coming back to him

Fri.

Va. City name of Miss Ridley vs. Mr. Kennedy; is made less distinctive (am not of home)

Mon.

I mean, if we did have anything else on my mind, some such...

A lot on mind for me to sit tight

have Mr. Kennedy arrive to make contact?

- if you advise me more likely to get up & down, you might as well
  ask for 38 while you're at it.

It's helded around at Whose, meaning more (as in this case)

A worried Kennedy. That is, Kennedy worried, not Tygla worried.

He has radio on & 1st, not 1st radio. Always 1st. Keep his home work.

These are times, hearing of me on that one, that Fonnes gets talking

who when I usually get enough sense to answer her to: rather because this, 1st & last.

 letz me out on...
Letter 2: Jan 27, 1935

Lett & thinking bout...

never grew less.

Yes, I know "all" is most major of words.

He was a man whose life made a contrast to my own almost from first of our days in 1923 in Macoupin County.

Indeed a point, had, one close, answer itself.

Avoid's letter's.课文内容 his project.

I was partial to having my life's montaged in Tacoma.

When they see Sick to me, letters often bewrayed me over.

Now I was welling, others hoping M. & R. went some main scene from America, she had kept.

Do not you wish another's mind in one of... and with To you giving as a fairly married man.

Into mine. Riley suggests die little die schemes.

Jick narrated English Creek: has brought Red's & Anger's old places.

Applicably comments on past incidents coming back to him;

he's now a kind of Touissant.

shape of a life

alpha V votes? most part of Mont.

Thoughts into principle begetted what I've done in Eng Abt 7 & fair

work on Riley to make him distinct (Two men of Levan.)

Marian

Vic City scene of Riley & jick showing back.
Week of Feb. 2, '88

Mon. toothless farmer

Tues. Marian's legend

Wed. Va. City

Thurs. uncheck am't be meeting?

Fri. scenario & weather as needed?
Wed. expand meeting w. B.B.
3 pp. dcv. flag

Thur. Try do all 5 remaining pp.
3 pp. mail

Marl. Lodge supper club. Marie Dorrance

Mon. @ Carbon club. Jack Pickley @ bag-swing

only top of work has been written after
and wrote and tried for
like a true to a man in America
naturally in a world of thin air, thing differently to be viewed
Plan Meer, no one theory

Wk. of Feb. 15, '88

Mon. Outdoors can't see meeting.

Todleser Perry's store. My mom's accent
afternoon: went to winter
Wed. finish Va. City (Fig. 7)

Judge's courtroom a being a tourist
tomorrow

suppose had met I went our way onto our agenda.
We intend go see earlier eyes.

Thu. Toth's Tavern

Butt's and fronts of barbados, etc. young.

Then, went out on enough

Wright theory of history

under held

Life gets hard at like those turtles,
hand to mouth as if bungee
turtle/bread: confusing to me both.
Kelly + Mugatt, you said come painting.

Fri. 5 pp: graveyard, 2

Geotlu, 1
Eng Cat 3 day, 1
Kimi, 1

Sometimes we can still see them earlier eyes.
cold with me bleed old
like a bee to a row of clover.

Not like it, right wind if thing honestly to be viewed.
Plummer, as in the thing.

To 2 Frank. I imagine it (fig. 7) did get going after first eight three years.
Mansion, home.
What are you doing, keeping a record? May I read?

Nick told Marnie he was going to camp (both on the 8th & 9th) and in Tokyo, Italy, etc. of Helena.

Marnie (both Anderson & Mel Watan)

You lost in line; from: "I'm not sure I qualify for anyone.

J.Day

gambled pieces of habitations, old & young.

True, except not true enough.

* *

and T. Estes wrote in me @ Buffalo range,

return of Big File "strings across 50 & up;

scene again of S.M. & V.S. and the mightiness of man & woman.

All this amounting

chop never well-arranged: fact, there must be more

Rossania

They answer.
As if we could use mainly a year old of entrapped in a warm case, 
I wanted to put my head in on [table] & cradle my legs

in restful rug

"My daughter I a yellow c hen. Did you tell them

Tone had much changed; Jack, tears were either.
A nephew I guess he was of old # B took the 6 cemetery

They anchor

Hound's quote, page Reporter

Don't quote it's coming. One of my favorite was (genius sheep)

(Gras)
There aren't all that many such murders, but the are common
of children try to find their own way in the world.

- craft

O'Brien

July 15, 62 - remained were played with were sad
- girth - (Man can look if you want another)
- Marvin
- Kiley
- A week
- Montrose level (provide reason, details)

Make the baby dance

Very dense poetic

With form full content

19th century in quants

Poetry of: vermillion - homeland

"How's tings, Joe?"

Language

So, with Joseph Zorn is that? (Black, New Alberta, Kiff, etc)

"Don't laugh. He's coming." One of my grandies out (get it, sleep).
Assign file boxes into:

- Each section of book, e.g. place by place categories
- Weather
- Dialogue
- Scenery

April 15, '86: Reworded & revamped these file card categories:
- jacobs (man, car, boat & fight English dialog)
- Mariner ("")
- Riley ("")
- Minor characters ("")
- Montana box (possible scenes, details)
- When clearly gets off in mind-shift: "This happens."

Apr 27, '58
17 pp. in jack returning home (make into set scene)

4 p.m. draft in C V section
1 " " Pnin Butte (cultural machine among sheep)
4 " " " Bear Paw
3 " " " Shelby
6 " " " Missoula III

* * *

jeanette Kampie?

Citizens had even by not being destroyed.

May 7. Take calming staff from C. V. Underwood. KUOW 8:30

Camp: centennial committee meeting, supp.
May 2
Beth's story/night narration, 2 pp.
- Whistling parrot dance (company pm & dona) liked the Alicia
- Supper club: bistro & eating place, 2 pp.

May 3
Pine Butte, 4 pp.
- Bob Marshall Willard
- Grinning encounter: Brother Giug/fell
- Late being in an operating room

May 4
Toke morning off. Lunch in Chan UWR church. Know 3:30

May 5
Centennial committee meeting, 4 pp.

May 6
Jack's sharpening sense of family past

...refusal to leave trip after Marshall falls for Riley again
...summary of High Line travel; / Gruend Staff we value; / giving
entry of a pain sick.

Jack's birthday
Riley as restless dreaming sleeper (see as late as ch. 2 [in Helen])
T-Unless farmer note scene
Riley's watch gets off in morning!
What is it about home ground? What is the or test ours us? 

[As long as we live.]

- leaf on - calendar

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]

- [Initial text not legible]
Mon.

Week of May 16 (edit 15 pp.)

Phone rings 3 times: Kenny, Arthur, Manual

M: "You don't have to listen to me. " "I don't. " "No, (can't a car)"

My 6 arrive: M goes fishing - covered all TV comm. Tra can stand

Tues.

Can't get here - Band no. H voice came on from Christopher

Jack & Riley arrive

Get Help

Carlee Zane

known each other since 4 years - didn't each other that same as 1 time

Howard's voice rumbled up full length of room.

"Committee not actually undertake... because A. damn mean second in

city we are comm. in some fashion and, B. just in case anybody

missing some came arrived as an open invitation"

Wed.

Committee

Change again saying in edit

Th.

Gov's Wanter Day

Fri.

Committee

plan of 23rd.
Mourn the joyous.

Taste of rich us in my mouth.

All longed up.

They avoid things of our great influx. Their trade is every life.

The arts, 64, had always supposed enough could not be on list.

But if you are progressive in agriculture, is when I saw

matured on home; coparative mutation.

papoose/caboose poem.

Riley said like he wanted to throw up

Oh, my boy,

What is a Fraser?

It's a caboose.

for a papoose.

Mrs. Champion (person who says it is uneasy to manage, but manages to say it)

Riley was saying it at little very. One of his vocational columns

When he wrote it. Men tend one problem 1, 2, 3, it had

been read, and one.

was of heart; even of love

Mourn against selling to U.S. I

party around.

Canyon/goat

p, count: \( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) = 15

\( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) = 20

\( \frac{4}{1} \) = 6

\( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) = 7

\( \frac{4}{1} \) \( \frac{4}{1} \) = 7 \( \frac{1}{2} \)

\( \frac{4}{1} \) = 6 6
Sat. H&R krain: Shulian, Rob, Jones, Geo Craig, Joe Montebello, Lorraine Stanley
- Phoenix, CEO, treatment (E. B. Evans, Jose Evans)
- Support table: my book list
- US now depe, de Britain

- Salt Lake

Log: Lynn & Richard
- Prepare essays

- Mac: Gua to Carol's, N'port Beach
- Other bint's, Arthurs
- Melly, Gary Epp, Gary Ch H'wood, Barry Lippman

- L Flat, Jeff: Staying, Bupruna, later in; apportion o my age!

- Stagnation: Caring, Bums, perceptions; Ford: did good well
- Tom: our rhythm

- At Falls

- H & T: at lunch; P&L photos, Helen
- Shelia checked out
- Farewells; D. Ward
- Bill Pearson, Don Cooper, Jack Miles

Tom & airport; Margaret

T. Water

mac: Holt, L Stovacs, Pat Murphy, Susan Holstein (Shelia's wife)
- D. Good, M. Martin, M. Brucey, P. Cooper, Carver, Barry, Hoffman
- Neil You, Cap, John, Schmidt, Steve Magnussen
- D. White, J. Dally, Peter Irish, F. Irish, M. Holcomb
Montana, June 16 - July 4 '88

16 Coeur d'Alene overnight (to Seattle 10-11 a.m.)
State Hotel, C'd A - call if after 6

17 Wallace: Silver St. Mine tour, 9 a.m.; mining museum afterward
Missoula overnight: Boat

18 Drive to Helena
Langs overnight

19 Drive to Billings; side trip to Westall
Billings overnight: Dula Ram cool

20 Bago: leave can at Sue Mathews?
Oakland overnight

21 Drive to Miles City thru Coal Mine?
Miles City overnight; 3 a.m. return

22 Drive to Bosed - Estabrook - Wilcox - E. Linden?
Linden overnight

23 Drive to Plentywood
Plentywood overnight

24 Drive to T. Peak
T. Peak area overnight

25 Drive to Jade - Winnett - Kipp sec. area?
Kipp sec. overnight

26 Drive to Billings
Billings overnight; RV park

27 Return Bago: Birthday?; Call Dr. Durrant, 6:30 a.m. made by

28 Ennis overnight? (Billings - Ennis 200 mi.) 2 nights, El Western

29-30 Drive to Helena thru Butte on 29th; MHS 29-30-1st?

3 nights at Langs

2-3 Meet Burns @ Echo Lake @ noon on July 2; dinner & Mary Lee

Drive home from Whitefish
scenery to write, July:
place at KOA swimming pool (see Wongo file card)
- amusing photo, like a treasure
- picture

Plentywood

JUNE 1972

picture Thet Leer Shiel (see Ekabaka file card)

Friday

Bottle mine shaft: Bottom Dollar (see battle on my back)
- history of mine names

- contain comic notes:
  - personal stories
  - apology for "strong" language

Friday

Shields Creek, 10-11 Kelley's brother Morgan

a little

I have made some money. I have hung on to it, too.

Jack walked shuttered back with loose coat of light. He switched into dim

next scene
Mon

*3 pp.

News: I want to hear about the trip. "Why don't you come along?" I responded. What? She's back!

"Jake thinks Lena is dead-set against Harriet"

---

Tues.

"Have a better idea than Missouri?"

"I think you should consider it."

"But it's so far away."

---

Wed.

"How?"

"You're not going to have to move to New York."

---

Thurs. (UN in afternoon: Presses News)

"The situation is not as bad as it seems."

---

Fri.

"You have Shakespeare."

---

Sat.

"We got the news from tile town..."

---
I (I 0:fdz)

I asked one of O 002, 0,

And past in, he did. We like much

How much are shoes? Let us a deal on these

Can you leave me my smoke?

My smoke, too. He is going to have to walk 6-foot 6 in a store

instant jury as they had been while waiting early enough. Bays later

Samurai meet again. Watch out, watch.

Oh, for Canada's sake.

you fell in with Hot Rod Club.

This is an opener to 7th inning of them. Get of

I don't they had been home.

It came around, hood of a CT semi, spotted me & waved...

The woman was standing to wonder if you fell in. Then he recognized

a compreme man. won't be able... ever. He.

What at this.

You in, Shakespeare.

We got to get in cars to Billings. Indeed, he.

common of pentamer, as they are called

ambassador

One thing we can't saw

For. longest time, I can't figure that out either. I know damn well it's

looked down. But what? bartender did own & finally caught on, was

he left, win window the not in looked.
Late July 18

MOC
- good enemies for partners (Cheonal)
- wood/dandy counting

Central committee meeting

Are you talking a R & M, or are you & Alce?

* Centennial Day
- school children (also at central meeting)
- pancake breakfast
- 4H band of Huttsville
- FFA 4H doing - hockey-poke.
- Vern Rider band

Wind in - wind of time.

Phonywood
R: cob: There are only 4 of us who know we're here.
- Who's the 'true
- You are. One version of you is moody, the other
knows I'm right.
Your face in Stars

where Scorpio climbs: Continue

where I see. Ya face in. Stars (above)

or anyone. where do I see

dust, sky.

light of other time

...what kind of a milestone in this? Imagine, around 4. We needed

very many trousers. So alone it will be king beta for

of the earth. another person for each star. into the present.

It was so much for me to know why to figure out.

Today's lesson is

in at least 3. We were the wrong and we were lying a stranger in it

not part reason of being angry.

Of course. or some such.

Dear Maurice. General mood under Jupiter's reign.

She was prone on a chicken when she died.

It was easy and pleasant.

Up to now easy.

...
Dear Marsha,

Today's earnings:

The money - $3.00
Cash on hand - $2.00

Total:

Rent: $30.00
Gas: $5.00

Balance:

$5.00

Best wishes,

"With love, always son."
Morn.

change "Mara" to & "Marcella", at 8th once.

- Her at every corner.

- see if Shirley segment can be cut or moved to Eastern Ht.

(Clear area on hands, say at 7 74; fitch w/3/ft of her own

meditation & Alice.

- Pretty good.

Riley was in the pew.

R YM able to do pieces only when they argue?

shoulder

motorhome soft

I know buffalos only from stories of oldest of old-times, when

just as I was... to break out...

"For let it for me to go into pm affair" oh, sure-

You're dead to water if one doesn't get a pie, and you"

"You." M & R, saying "Do you have an idea yet?"

You don't want to take people too much @ the west.

need a 2nd "been done"

Jesus, did it all exactly what I'm trying to do. I still didn't tumble.

Kenny calls for jock?

BLUFFS OR BEFORE MY OWN HUM.
- add: moved between R & M
- BB - "Watch for pace"
- previous?
- Kenny calls pick a name: pets-like B's of Bible
- speed: pace: cut # of Ls, etc.


Th.  Receive speech
- VB's Store for best seller dedications
- packs for Denver

Fri.  Denver, Airplane 10:45
Marnie the @ Riley b way mo distress in pic.
- R's lik as if yr clothes are off

"Harry, I think they're having a fight."
"I think you're right."

Walton c. Wind
Dancing in a dust dress

Station: J.B. Stover. Q. ('00)

"No one in quite a few Otto."

Doubtly, almost finding way to table
a female writer's required

They must have tricked having same way.

Enlisted Q. road, things I. "break house"
"Monte. B. B. day 8 old share my"

Great after H.D.S. "Talk Marnie better. I want to go on"

"It's my way. Do we have to listen to that singing?"

Cash: "I went man... was with to blue rain..."

Whatever it somehow earlier suddenly known
as they do when my nerves are improved.

"I hope telling them."

Riley: "trainstorm"

Why some annoyed me to say? It did, I can't really say.
I'd can him to reach his cruel due so fast his hip paused will be smothered.

So I was mollified, word might be,

Vâ oh

If ed' really be said E was a 5 call chicken man.

Up hand I knew much to call him.

hamster brain

'time of renown

airhead

midnight in a coalbin

hamster brain

Roger Tate: I more person a 1 to pride from J's life - erase.

Quite deal

Don't I know you from olden?

& Y I remember (Roger Tate's voice...)

how much does Jack want to be alone?

Ta'gram cancelled.

Riley: more column mix 1784 & (884: bulletin: Anacorta Co.)

Bill Robbins' paper: Starnino of Welberstein

Um times like these (Jack on economy)

Jack: It's poor brother him because they smoke his almonds?
Helena, Riley, and Marvel have a hell of a jagat.

- M: Run that Tc, you're doing his book well.
- R: you've got a mit like a cannon, no, you.

R: Where are you gonna put? (You're good or there?)

pick a Tc Take this Model T's: of & remembered (some incident of country sheep or some such, no Roger is only witness to... he's obviously got only a few & we're 3 bad.

Kendal Certe to Ve: Cey come. Riley: Unpredictable.

No, it dose: there, every, and has to come off you know.

man's... man's might terms

First human body.

Roger Take an accurate "just want" side: in great plenty.

having a mixture

were you just visited or mean.

Young men's generation at MHS

generation: generation

Marnie, to take Helen's place, mentioning up to old pie.

support my thought and all.

My, you dummy face.

NI: the Tc, the feast, and you say.

He want not to count or hurry away pleased once and the

unquestioned: Baby, Peter: with a man of soap, there.

just wide: Fire? have: When a first man turn.

Some chains, kind of get pulled in one... it's going to said.

Swedemus 129, as of read was his full name.
As it was a witness of Ed Harely, he was a witness of me. 

Which was Montana, Little 1 rancher.

For a change.

Besides, food was good, wonderful.

\[ \text{add to juck's Big Hole ranch: land of prairie in his hands, but in neat} \]

\[ \text{a woman's story elsewhere.} \]

\[ \text{Cow. Cock. (half-jogging) - dog a maggot.} \]

\[ \text{hunted Cow to Va. City scene. Riley: "Unshunted."} \]

\[ \text{"No, I don't know why, uncle has to come off in ya hands."} \]

\[ \text{Young man... genealogy of MHS} \]

\[ \text{genealogy; garret.} \]

\[ \text{Mama to take Helena paper matching up to old picture.} \]

\[ \text{I suppose my thought was me.} \]

\[ \text{They, you dumbfuck.} \]

\[ \text{would've been, that he is complete, you say.} \]

\[ \text{You want not to count on history staying pleasant or even civil.} \]

\[ \text{Interspersed... Beth, Peter, sand, pops of hips. You} \]

\[ \text{Jed, cried, "Sir? shake: " Um, I forget when I won."} \]

\[ \text{The things beast of getting up in me. "I'm glad you see it} \]

\[ \text{Godman, B3, as if that was his full name.} \]
Caves

39 - attaching emotion to ideas for memory's sake
43 - mass killing of animals - new weapons
44 - cave paintings analogous to stained glass windows in cathedrals
45 - status evolves in Cro-Magnons - power
  - small-scale hunter-gatherer mentality
Moogles - stuck bab (take camera on from eye)

立面 on hill, or if trying to smell things out.

X can't say I was overly surprised.

When sat on,

town off (school)

Train Butter scene to P's cel, H2 pic, S talks concern

that they'd both buckled down & done the work.

True, must of Ed having memory from Butter, I see instead

one of Doodles Without e T bald Ferris scene.

Doodle as sugar stageman, stily teller) (had waves similar to D's)

Begin Helena scene e. would Helena as in Angier arrival thr.

Friday review: odd notes

- make index cards from pocket notes entries
I knew some McCs.

Oh, then I knew my grandmother on Enn Ar.

But, her name was Ramsey instead of McC. But we are on...

No, some woman was McC. Adelaide. No, I'm lying again.


Yes, grandmother?
They both liked a little glazed (after the then natural pie)
that she was acq'ed c wor, too.

Mr. Smooth

What's our trip to ranch? It's all typed up that in nothing flat.
Maybe his grant permit didn't come thru, or my last shot
he joined into Canyon, said 1.

Yes, of course, I'd been already. She too was acq'ed c wor.

Ray: elucidated o

Helene: June Turner

- sunny beside Bago, too.

- I did' ramble mean anything by it (looking at o 6)

Anyway how it come.

Bride of (Rancho)

Sunday

Mariette knows Adain's battle; Beth took her

I dropped - change into - convinit.

Mariette had picked into fight.

Peace in napkin/tea shirt.

I guess what we really called for.

OK. It's OK.

So praise who's range knew, we MCC married moment.
Gardner's - 786-8466 5:30
Budd Bay Cafe

Tom Butler
Improve Big Hole revenue
BLS unrent

Put/hoy hit by lightning?
Dodge?
Sure was tuff of my £arget

Ann I losing my god mind at one thing after awhile:
- 30 yr winter

Fish on?

To kind of remind them (pick shapes and MHS)
agreed.

...manic dem

By God, me missed me fired. By God, me just missed me fired.

rocking chair "$
Need to do, 1st of Nov. 7

Finish Toothless Ferry review: try do it Monday.
- show Marian thing piningly @ R., before drive to Helena.
- "I watched A. watch R."

Draw down some lightning into this book.

Get systematic o reading: do it in afternoon.

Riding also worked on wash work on the house.

Killed some o my snakes.

Rudy under duemling apt photography can be made; C. via noon 8:15.

Rudy again to from an 8:30 meeting.
Cut John Abe & put Anese Zane on com'tee?

Manev is at meeting, taking pics for posterity

3 7 pp, rough draft, Nov. 28 44

"Hears" of steve com'tee

"Quincy in a near"?

Met lodge supper club, not open to men, might

"Ballyhoo" Address  Nathan Hale 07 to be hung, some body real written

Members than screen on a corn through. I wondered, enough words.

Shawn: "So you’re not saying no?"

"I didn't hear myself doing it."

Scott Quillar means item a flag raising

summarizing program

Billie seemed to have come on a flag layer.

secretly made me said to those days, they know how to write,

secretly ally: Quillar's stuff, could.

Inquint hands on men @ cent list

1 pace... only someone who wasn't going on because can't sail caught boat

3:1st time all might, I sort of smiled.

Riley ad he wanted to more sneak on his own, so...

Adam Champion

Ag in Tongues. Made men, ughed upース

Any other men in tomorrow. shrewly speaking now. but

yeah you

New house

Riley writes caylpin of M photography com'tee intg? (or too weird 48)

- Of warm in photo of morning of me appeared 40's edition

Rice & Bush seemed to require flag making we only cried in country

Riley refused to flag as "too sucker"
Nan Hunt's washing story

young couple in audience - lawyer Rick Vaint

V. Name story

Adam Kang: drunk; plotted

"combine Hattertine scene or will come from scene? (probably not)

so also spring; Kevin's son or grandson of Althea?

Shawn"

Sunny Randall gave him a primal smile (he thinks Marlee is after

5.2. convex pp. 6- C6.2, Dec, 2'85 2.18

- meanaciones in bath at 7 - sleeping with someone panel by

engage to "just in case; some bad news - no meh

- suddenly "imposed" - "expensive"

- a word of some gotten - right. Touched in a sense. 7. woman in

- "I'm here, sir."

- "and it comes in terms of a lot, etc.

- add from here from Scotland

- build, build, again

- add it - "nothing" - live out of it. A generation behind

- living from effect
Jan 2, '49 re-read, ed.

5 - most "highly interesting"
6 - went "myself... judge's sentence repeated, a 6 or 7 out
7 - need a later reply to Marcella (beginning at Eugene)
8 - "as soon arrive to sheephead?"
9 - more from Marcella @ "What's up? The rush?"
10 - "you got a better date than me somewhere?"
11 - curfew
12 - "even if you arrived, you'd get none (before dark)"
13 - edit?
14 - more[...]
15 - is sheephead's ain't somebody knows by?
16 - and # from bottom; so it I wasn't?
17 - change to "just in case some last-min... needed"
18 - change "recorded" to "captured"?
19 - 2nd # from bottom, insert "framed in a mesh of windows"
20 - over H's shoulder.
21 - "Life & work?"
22 - R's Law... a Mempah's Law expert?
23 - "and R have listened to there (was in his sch)"
24 - add door during from Scotland's
25 - well, hell, I... back ground of parking space so
26 - autumn morning was it?
27 - well, hell, again.
28 - add sick making cup of coffee.
29 - change to "any thing else to operate"
30 - went back up to dust bed to turn a radio
31 - "8 o'clock morning"
32 - add to "to mobile" - How'd it be else, a generations behind us
33 - having their effect...
I was reading it.

10. Change "what" to "went back up front & talked. Voice off."
   - jack was in the sitting side of when maria arrives

12. Motorhome side window

18. Change or omit "when, & then etc."? To "we said to have been going.
   - add more Angius before jack's line?

18. ??

19. Anything else to M's camera bag.
   - signature? cattle brands?

19A. More physical changes of Maria?
   - add "& ever after" after sellbox.
   - mean "you understand" after hungry?

20. Maria in 1st of the pleased or triumphant & jake being this?

21. Specify which camera and her neck

22. Change "golden words" to "jaunty."?
   - all check out lines clearly?

23. Lower sep 30 or p.

25. Improves Kelly's line? and an actual one?
   - specify #4 House ranger sit?
   - quote more with of underlining?

26. More texture after "oh, yeah."
   - change "racing"?

26.7. Watch pattern of repeated phrases

28. Add Ridley's. 2. Colored eyes, here or later.

33. Mention that. Bag is 2nd-hand but in tip-top shape.

43. Change "explained" to "announced."
   - improve "well, where" dialog.

44. Problem, or make sep lead over table.
Jan 2 '69 re-read cont.

37 - insert Ridley & Hanish @ bottom of p.
38 - make "potato machine" plurals.
39 - improve "dead in water" dialogue.
40 - change "one of bulls" to "old bull"
41 - insert scene of bull butchering: 8 ago.
Wed

resume cry Out scene
do God Help penguin scene?

is Kenny necessarily exp @ Beaver dam, whenever pride calls: after
in wh.
- pride goes out to Beaver dam @ dawn, before
Kenny-Darleen scene?

"Fascinating!" Big Hair to Galt

I was going to have to tell Riley he got off easy.

Big Hair & crew